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We wish you a
blessed Christmas
and a joyous New
Year!

Smiling faces abounded as several
cubs were awarded medals, cups,
shields and certificates at our AGM
and prize giving on 2 December.
The winners were: Best 10 Year
Old: Daniel Wilbraham, Best 9
Year Old: Angelina Benskin, Best 8
Year Old: Logan Bartie, Best 7
Year Old: Matty Braaf, Sixer of the
Year: Troy Bailes, Most Committed
Cub: Lucah Louw, Most Interest
Badges, Daniel Wilbraham, Cub
Who Completed all 59 Interest

Badges: Daniel Wilbraham, Akela’s Award: Bryce Blanckenberg,
10 Year Old Runner-Up: Cole
Peacock, 9 Year Old Runner-Up:
Liam Coetzee, 8 Year Old Runner
-Up: Samuel Higham, 7 Year Old
Runner-Up: Rebecca Higham,
Kindest Cub: Lucah Louw, Best
Cubbing Spirit: Cole Peacock,
Most Fun Cub: Reece Hiscock,
Best Cub Books: Daniel Wilbraham, Troy Stoffberg, Angelina
Benskin.

Four New Leaping Wolves!
Four cubs joined the
ranks of the Leaping
Wolves in October and
November this year as
they were awarded their
Leaping Wolf badges.
Cole Peacock, Daniel
Wilbraham, Lucah Louw
and Troy Bailes achieved
this pinnacle of success
in their respective cub
careers after months of
dedicated hard word
and perseverance.

Edward Shield Shenanigans
The cubs got up to all
sorts of shenanigans at
the Edward Shield which
was held at Tableview Primary on 28 October.
Although we didn’t win,
the cubs had barrels of
fun and participated with
the usual 1st Durbanville
enthusiasm.

Meerendal Stormy Hike
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What a storm!! As 600 hikers
set off on what was to be a picturesque moonlit walk at
Meerendal on 2 November, the
heavens let loose a storm such
as Durbanville has never seen.
Gale force winds swept our hikers along but they persevered
and arrived at Carlucci’s restaurant in a bedraggled but elated
mood to claim their boerie rolls

and lucky draw prizes. A BIG
thank you to all our sponsors:
Rhodes Foods, Being IT, Synergy Concepts, Meerendal and
North Guarding.
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Link Badge fun
Seven scouts and cubs slept
over at the Scout Hall on 3
November as part of the Link
Badge requirements.
Alessandro Goncalves, Fabio
Goncalves, Zara Goncalves,
Hannah Murphy, Ty Naidoo,
Zoey Le Roux and Daniel
Wilbraham were put through
their paces as they learnt
how to build their own shelters and, more importantly,
how to survive the night in
their self made shelters.
A happy but exhausted group
of kids graduated from the
Link Badge camp.

Fabio and Alessandro Goncalves
couldn’t keep their eyes open and
fell asleep in the back of their dad’s
truck on the way home!

A busy weekend at District Camp
Three cubs from 1st Durbanville
participated in the District
Camp on 3 November.
Although we officially withdrew
from the camp due to pending
school exams and a general end
of year fatigue, two cub parents
volunteered to take their children on the camp. Troy Bailes,
Troy Stoffberg and Matthew
Olivier had a busy weekend!

Reptiles and seedlings!
A strange combination indeed
but that is exactly what the
cubs did when they visited
Stodels Nursery on 3 November.
They viewed a reptile show
at the reptile centre and each
cub planted a petunia seedling
to take home.

Where’s that
snake?!? A very
wary looking Reece
Hiscock and Ben
Rall seen below.

Sixer Council year end fun
The sixers and seconds ended
the year on a high with their last
meeting on 17 November. Several cubs recently advanced to sixers and seconds which meant
that there were a few new faces
at Sixer Council.

Minute-to-Win-It!
Parents and cubs teamed up
at our recent Minute-toWin-It pack meeting.
Funny faces and contorted
dances were the order of
the day as our purple people tried to urge Oreo
cookies and doughnuts into
their mouths hands free…
not to mention dumping
ping pong balls out of boxes
tied to their backs!

Geocaching Badge
We turned the cubs loose
on a nature ramble on 24
November as we went in
search of a number of geocaches.
This formed part of the Geocaching Interest Badge
which the cubs received at
the end of the ramble.

Silver Wolf sleepover
It was the turn of the
Silver Wolf cubs to sleep
over at the scout hall on
24 November and what
a crazy evening that was!
An excited pack of cubs
spent the evening eating,
stalking, crafting and
playing… and well, some
eventually slept.

Scoring at District Soccer
Five cubs played at the District
Soccer on 2 December. We
managed to score a few goals
which earned us 3rd place.
In true 1st Durbanville spirit,
the boys had many laughs and
Bryce Blanckenberg was boy of
the match!

Going up to scouts
We said goodbye to five of our
cubs on 13 October as they were
given their going up ceremony to
enter the world of scouts.
Ty Naidoo, Hannah Murphy, Zara
Goncalves, Alessandro Goncalves
and Fabio Goncalves have held a
special place in our cub hearts
and we are sad to see them go.

